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His history of the global variety is largely a debunking, and much of his thesis boils down to the suggestion that, since scientists in the
past have frequently believed things that have turned out not to be true â€“ unremarkably, he cites phlogiston as an example â€“ we
should always seek to question the current paradigm. For his own interrogation of global warmingâ€™s hold on the scientific
establishment, he relies on Karl Popperâ€™s dictum that â€˜only a theory which asserts â€¦ that certain conceivable events will not, in
fact, happen, is testableâ€™; therein, he asserts, lies â€˜global warmingâ€™s weakness Global warming is the ongoing rise of the
average temperature of the Earth's climate system and has been demonstrated by direct temperature measurements and by
measurements of various effects of the warming. It is a major aspect of climate change which, in addition to rising global surface
temperatures, also includes its effects, such as changes in precipitation. While there have been prehistoric periods of global warming,
observed changes since the mid-20th century have been unprecedented in rate and Whose fault is global warming? Not manâ€™s,
thunders the author of this study. Our reviewer remains unconvinced. Richard Girling.Â Like the Chinese delegates at the disastrous
Copenhagen climate summit, he has a pedantâ€™s mastery of textual and historical detail, reinforced by 66 pages of notes. Every
scrap of the warmist agenda (and he really does mean agenda, in the sense of a political purpose) is seized by his crunching. Back to
top.
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A definitive and clear-eyed history of global warming alarmism --Michael Barone. 'Like most of those on both sides of the debate, Rupert
Darwall is not a scientist. He is a wonderfully lucid historian of intellectual and political movements, which is just the job to explain what
has been inflicted on us over the past thirty years or so in the name of saving the planet Scientists, Rupert Darwall complains, have
been too ready to embrace the "subjectivity" of the future, and too often have a "cultural aversion to learning from the past". If they read
this tremendous

